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CHAMBERLAIN'S SCHEME. 

Perhaps no greater schemer ex- 

ists or ever existed than Joe Cham- 

berlain. Hitherto his schemes 

have been warlike and entailed 

untold woe, and desolation on 

a peaceable people. Now his 
scheme is of a commercial nature, 

and is notheng less than a free 

  
ain’s scattered colonies to the ex- 

clusion of the rest of the world. 
The thing is wild and chimeri- 

cal and can’t be made to go. 
The self governing colonies are 

really nations, and the tendéncy 
is for them to broaden both their 

only thing that keeps the people 

loyal to the crown and flag is be- 

cause the authority of that crown 
and flag does not touch them in] 
the smallest degree. They are 

quite willing to help Britain feito 
away the independence of other 
nations, but when it comes to 

ordering their commercial or polit- 
ical policy it is quite another thing, 
and the arrangement that the col- 
onies should furnish food and “the 
mother country manufactured 
goods will hardly take with our. 
manufacturers. Besides such an 

arrangement would arouse the 
jealousy of other nations and’ 
strong as the “empire” is, it is not 

as strong as all the rest of the 
world put together. 
Such an arrangement, where 

the Tuppers, the Strathcona’s fc. 
would be admitted to the House of 
Lords, and the masses would Bave 
to carry the ball and chain of’ 

increased taxation to provide great 

  

  

armaments and carry on wars of 

conquest on a large scale, would 
i soon lead to a rebellion and ‘hasten 

by many years the inevitable sep- 

aration. 
  ~~ 

The Turk and His Subjects. 

Monarchy is a bad thing for the 
people—So also is a certain kind 

of Republicanism, "but when it 
comes to a system that combines 

the worst features of both, and 

also contains certain towering and 

unbearable evils peculiarly its 
own, it is about time that such a 

rule was mended or ended. 

Such is the rule of the Turk and | 

the system in the Balkan States 
with whom he is on the brink of 

war is little better. 
Thereought to be enough humanity, 

christianity and chivalry among the 
so-called Christian nations to put a 

stop to this butchering of women 
and children, but as nothing is 
done by nations. for humanity’s 

sake, we fear that it is useless to 

hope. 
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‘Stupefying headaches are cured, the 
head cleared, and the brain brightened 

by Milburn’s Sterling Headache Pow- 
ders. They do not weaken the heart. 
Price 10c. and 25c. 
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A most efficient iron tonic for all dis- a ~L08 ey 

eases arising from an impoverished Ans 

dondition of the blood, indicated by a 

pale or sallow complexion. In glass 

bottlas containing 100 pills. Price 25¢C. 
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is one of the leading departients 
of our business. Prompt and 
satisfactory work guaranteed. 

® Our Optical Department, 
N which we make a specialty of 

& correct spectacle and eye glass 
W fitting is advancing with rapid 

| strides. Over 9000 cases have 
& been fitted satisfactorily. § = 

 


